New On DVD & Blu-Ray

How to be Single There's a right way to be single, a wrong way to be single,
and then... there's Alice. And Robin. Lucy. Meg. Tom. David. New York City is full
of lonely hearts seeking the right match, be it a love connection, a hook-up, or
something in the middle. And somewhere between the teasing texts and
one-night stands, what these unmarrieds all have in common is the need to
learn how to be single in a world filled with ever-evolving definitions of
love.ing around in the city that nevers was never so much fun. Warner
Zoolander No. 2 The Magnum Edition Long time no Z. When a mystery
assassin starts killing the world's most beautiful people, haute-shot Interpol
agent Valentina Valencia (Penelope Cruz) learns the key to this deadly plot lies
with former models Derek (Ben Stiller) and Hansel (Owen Wilson). Recruited
for a top secret mission, they must return to the world of high fashion, reclaim
their fame, and save the day. The only things standing in their way: the
criminal mastermind Mugatu (Will Ferrell) and his evil fashion protege (Kristen
Wiig). Prepare for a dangerously sexy adventure in the hilarious comedy that
critics are calling "every bit as good as the original classic." Paramount
Triple 9 Woody Harrelson, Anthony Mackie, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Aaron Paul,
Norman Reedus, Casey Affleck, and Kate Winslet lead an all-star cast in an
explosive, action-packed thriller critics call "a twisty, terrific ride" (Peter Travers,
Rolling Stone). A bank robbery is just the tip of the iceberg when two cops in
Atlanta start suspecting members of their own team are involved. Not
knowing who to trust and how deep the corruption goes, time is ticking for
them to uncover the truth - before they become the target for the next deadly
job. Universal
Hail, Caesar Four-time Oscar-winning filmmakers Joel and Ethan Coen (No
Country for Old Men,Fargo) write and direct Hail, Caesar!, an all-star comedy
set during the latter years of Hollywood's Golden Age. Starring Josh Brolin,
George Clooney, Alden Ehrenreich, Ralph Fiennes, Jonah Hill, Scarlett
Johansson, Frances McDormand, Tilda Swinton, and Channing Tatum, Hail,
Caesar! follows a single day in the life of a studio fixer who is presented with
plenty of problems to fix. Universal
Airwolf Complete Series Get ready for take off with Airwolf, the cutting-edge,
high-tech surveillance and defense helicopter of the future flown by renegade
pilot, Stringfellow Hawke (Jan-Michael Vincent). Assigned to covert missions
by the CIA's mysterious "Archangel" (Alex Cord), Hawke and his friend
Dominic Santini (Ernest Borgnine) soar across the dangerous skies in search of
international criminals and spies - ready to unleash unbelievable firepower in
this action-packed and thrilling landmark TV series. Enjoy 79 episodes,
available for the first time together, including the original pilot movie and final
fourth season starring Hawke's long lost brother, Saint John (Barry van Dyke)
and Dominic's niece Jo (Michele Scarabelli). Mill Creek
The Terror Horror legend Boris Karloff and a young Jack Nicholson team up in
this disjointed but enjoyable Roger Corman quickie. Nicholson plays
Lieutenant Andre Duvalier, an officer under Napoleon who finds himself lost
along a stretch of beach, where he is seduced by the beautiful Helene (Sandra
Knight), who may or may not be a ghost. His obsession leads him to the
gloomy castle of Baron Von Leppe (Karloff ), a recluse haunted by the ghost of
his dead wife, Ilse, who Andre suspects is actually Helene, or vice versa.
Longtime Corman regular Dick Miller plays Stefan, Von Leppe's trusty servant,
and Dorothy Neumann is a witch who may be using Helene as a tool for
revenge. Film Detective
Rise of the Legend In 19th century Guangzhou, China, martial artist and folk
hero Wong Fei Hung (Eddie Peng) battles the ruthless North Sea gang after
earning the trust of Master Lei (Sammo Hung), the warlord of the Black Tiger
gang. However, Wong secretly plans to destroy all of the gangs from within.
Directed by Chow Hin Yeung Roy. Well Go
The Spoils Before Dying Fictional author Eric Jonrosh (Will Ferrell) recounts
his tale of a jazz pianist (Michael Kenneth Williams) who becomes a
private-eye investigator after a mysterious murder rocks the underground
music world in the 1950s. Kristen Wiig, Haley Joel Osment, Michael Sheen and
many more star in this SNL-heavy production Starz/Anchor Bay
One More Time Rattling around in his mansion in the Hamptons, faded
Sinatra-esque crooner and notorious ladies' man Paul Lombard (Christopher
Walken) stews over the acclaim that eluded him in his career and the trail of
romantic wreckage he left in his wake. Matters are complicated when his punk
rocker daughter Jude (Amber Heard) arrives in need of a place to stay and
burdened with problems of her own....including a rivalry with her
overachieving sister, her own ruinous love life, and above all, a fraught
relationship with her famous father. Starz/Anchor Bay
Song of Lahore Song of Lahore follows several Pakistani musicians, and asks if
there is still room for them in a society roiled by conflict. Featuring the music
of the Sachal Jazz Ensemble, and the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with
Wynton Marsalis. Directors: Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy, Andy Schocken Broad
Green
Get a Job Miles Teller, Anna Kendrick, and Bryan Cranston star in this fresh and
wickedly funny comedy about getting a job in a tough economy. Recent
college graduates Will (Teller) and Jillian (Kendrick) quickly encounter the
struggles millennials face in today's highly competitive job market. When
Will's job falls through and Jillian gets laid off, the young couple and their
friends must endure public humiliation, hazing, and surprise drug tests to
ultimately launch their fledgling careers. Lionsgate
Touched with Fire From Executive Producer Spike Lee. Katie Homes and Luke
Kirby star as two poets with bipolar disorder whose art is fueled by their
emotional extremes. When they meet in a treatment facility, their chemistry is
instant and intense driving each other to new heights. They pursue their
passion which breaks outside the bounds of sanity, swinging them from
fantastical highs to tormented lows until they ultimately must choose
between sanity and love. Lionsgate
Mojin: The Lost Legend Three grave robbers living in New York City come out
of retirement to accept a job raiding ancient tombs in China for priceless
artifacts in this action/adventure release. Based on a book written by Zhang
Muye. Directed by Wuershan. Co- stars Shu Qi, Kun Chen, Angelababy, Bo
Hunag. Well Go

